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Chapter One 
 

Bending Light (Rough Draft) 
 
 Black.  

 No moon.  

 Anders liked it like this- when his mind fought to call night day and day night. On 

most days Anders went to bed right after school. His mom and dad both worked . . . a lot. 

When bills stacked up and Mom joined Dad at the fish hatchery and processing plant, 

Anders soon found the long stretches of alone time tiresome. Friends weren’t allowed 

over without a parent home. Television was one long rerun.  

 Anders was an artist. He spent most afternoons with is nose inches from his 

sketchpad drawing crazy characters doing crazy things. His talent far exceeded his years, 

as exhibited by his extensive portfolio of work scattered in loose, crumpled heaps 

throughout every room of the house, not to mention the ballpoint tattoos branded up his 

left arm. As time marched on, and the days stretched like pulled taffy, even drawing 

seemed a bother. Anders became consumed by how pathetic his life had become.  

One afternoon, when the sounds of his friends playing outside- the evidence of his 

isolation- became too great, Anders crawled under his covers and dreamt himself back to 

life. He dreamed about before. Before the railroad laid off half of its crew, his dad 

included. Before two straight years of fish dinners whose stench permeated every inch of 

the house and hung, like flatulence, heavy in the air. Before the awkward encounters with 

friends at school who no longer knew how to act around him. Before he turned off the 

lights. Before the black.   

 His alarm went off at eleven o’clock every evening. Anders was in charge of 

dinner. His parents usually slouched through the door reeking of fish carnage around 

midnight. The main course was always Dad’s daily “catch” at the hatchery, but supper 

was rarely the same. To keep sane Anders created a new fish entrée every night. He kept 

his recipes in a green spiral notebook covered in fish doodles that he’d labeled “Chum”. 

 Mom and Dad weren’t much in the talking mood tonight. One thing about them 

these days- they never made eye contact. When dinner wrapped up Mom and Dad 



dragged off to bed, leaving Anders to scrape plates and load the dishwasher before he, 

himself, retreated to his bedroom. 

 Anders turned off his lights and crawled under his covers where the black was 

thick and sticky like tar. Lying on his back with his knees bent to create a space between 

the blanket and his body, Anders pulled from his nightstand an old camera flash. 

Earlier in the day Anders came across the flash digging through his dad’s camera 

case. It was the kind that mounted on top of an old 1970’s Olympus, the sort of camera 

that used real film and only focused when you turned a dial on the lens. The flash was 

huge and could be triggered independently from the camera. When you turned it on, and 

after each burst of light, the flash emitted a low-pitched whine that rose in frequency until 

the tone leveled out, which meant the flash was charged for another shot.  

 Anders held the flash in one hand and a mirror in the other. He armed the camera 

flash while positioning the mirror inches from his face. Then he triggered the flare. 

 Flash. 

Contained beneath his covers, the light saturated the small space for a split 

second- just long enough for Anders to get a glimpse of himself in the mirror before 

darkness reclaimed the space. 

 Anders tried not to blink. A ghost materialized. Ribbons of purple and green mist 

circled and swirled like cigarette smoke through the black haze. Ripples of  light 

suspended behind Anders’ eyes and eventually banded together to form a negative 

replication of Anders’ mirror image.  

But it wasn’t like looking in the mirror. The psychedelic phantom hovered sharp 

and clear whether Anders’ eyes were open or shut, and accentuated every line and 

imperfection of his face.  

Flash. 

Crows feet marched prematurely along the corners of Anders’ eyes. 

Flash. 

The peach fuzz feathering Anders’ sideburns and jaw looked the way they would 

under an electron microscope.  

Flash. 



The pimple that erupted on his cheek as a sign of his impending puberty was a 

dark purple mountain on the florescent-green topography of his face. 

Flash. 

Anders, trapped in time, saw himself as he truly was. Tired. Alone. A shadow 

floating in an inky black sea that offered no horizon on which to settle his searching gaze. 

Slowly the hard edges of his flash-portrait softened. His features blurred. The outline of 

his face turned in on itself until all that remained was a rainbow cloud of swirling light 

that sunk like phosphorescence into the black tide. 

 Anders pulled the covers from his head. Without the warm glow of the copper 

moon his eyes were useless. Anders slid to the side of his bed and used furniture 

landmarks to fumble his way to the window. He wrestled it open and put his head in his 

hand, allowing the cool Montana breeze to excite his senses. Fresh air wafted away the 

musky fish residue that lingered in his nostrils. For a brief moment Anders remembered 

what it was like before fish stink forced him to confront his broken existence with every 

pungent gulp of air.    

 Anders lived in a small house off the beaten path, but still within the city limits of 

Miles City, Montana. The house sat parallel to the Yellowstone River along it’s southern 

bank. During the day Anders could barely see the greenish-blue water shimmering 

through the dense blanket of trees and foliage that lined the river’s narrow bank. On a 

night like this, with no moon to cast its reflection on the surface of the slow moving 

current, the river crept stealthily by, taking no notice of the twelve year old boy whose 

senses, heightened by darkness, had just tuned into its trickling journey westward. 

 Flash. 

 Anders shredded midnight’s satin curtain with a burst of light. The sudden 

illumination of trees painted his mind with branches and leaves that looked the way 

autumn must under a black light. Anders wondered what it would be like to stand in the 

thick of the trees and light up the scene. He rolled the thought through his mind until he 

convinced himself to do it. 

 Anders tapped the base of his touch lamp twice, lighting the small room with a 

warm ambiance that ushered darkness to the sidelines. Buried in one shadow was a well-

worn backpack that Anders loaded with a windbreaker, a flashlight, a bag of Cheetos, and 



his dad’s flash. He slipped into the hallway and deliberately placed each footstep along a 

well known route on the hard wood floor that avoided most of the squeaks and creaks.  

He stopped at the threshold of his parents’ bedroom, held his breath and listened. 

The heavy chorus of their breathing gave him all the permission he needed. Anders 

retreated to his bedroom, slung his backpack over his shoulder and shimmied out the 

window. He landed silently on the balls of his feet and crept by memory into the woods 

until he figured he was a safe enough distance from the house to turn his flashlight on.  

 The woods were intimidating at night, but only a little. Anders was accustomed to 

the darkness. Any more, he preferred it and its perfect anonymity to the sun’s judgmental 

rays and the pitiful gazes of half-hearted do-gooders who were more interested in the 

novelty of a pathetic kid than helping at all. On a night like this, when the shroud of 

darkness was palpable, every cricket song was a war cry; every rustle of leaves, an attack. 

Anders used his flashlight to fend off imaginary threats as he cut through the trees to the 

water’s edge. He marched along its bank, crunching over the gravel shore until he was 

well away from civilization. After a decent hike he turned back to the tree line and fought 

his way through the dense foliage into the thicket. 

Anders switched off the light of his torch and traded his flashlight for the photo 

flash in his bag. 

Flash.  

 Two dozen wooden claws lunged at him before sinking back into their earthen 

tomb. 

 Flash. 

 A bird hovered in space and then burst into a spectral fireball that evaporated into 

the night.  

 Flash. 

 The tiny winged seeds of a dandelion launched from their roots when Anders 

flicked at the dandelion’s stem. Each little speck twinkled and faded like a sparkler on the 

Fourth of July. 

 Flash. 

 Hostile eyes simmer behind the cover of leaves. With the predator’s gaze still 

ablaze in Anders’ retinas, he ran. His shoulder clipped the trunk of a large tree and he 



spiraled off balance into a sticker bush. He scrambled to his feet and pushed blindly 

through the overgrowth, aiming the photo light in the direction he was running. 

 Flash. 

 There was a small clearing to his left. The image hanging behind his eyes guided 

him like a heads-up display through the tight passageway.  

 Flash. 

  He burrowed under a fallen tree whose braches were a gauntlet of more wooden 

claws that ripped his clothes and scratched his face. 

 Flash. 

 Shimmering water glistened through the forest’s final stronghold. Anders 

approximated his distance from the barrier and blindly charged forward, bursting through 

it in an explosion of dried leaves and shattered branches. He landed hard on his shoulder 

and rolled head-over-heals until his feet found the shore’s crunchy floor, carried him a 

few extra steps, and then failed him. He crashed to his knees at the water’s edge. 

 Flash. 

No movement from the trees. 

 Flash. 

 Still nothing. 

 Anders lunged for his backpack. He brushed away dirt and picked away broken 

twigs while his fingers desperately fumbled with the zipper. He dug through his bag, 

pulled out the flashlight, and panned the beam back and forth along the shore until he was 

confident he was out of danger. 

 He laid back, let his head splash into the cold, shallow current of the Yellowstone 

River, and let out a deep sigh of relief. He laid with his eyes closed, allowing his body 

and mind a chance to recover. After several minutes his heart rate slowed down and he 

regained the ability to complete a thought. Anders listened to the blood pulse through his 

ears in rhythm to his beating heart and let the soft hum of the . . . of the- 

 What was that hum? 

 Anders opened his eyes and sat up. He turned on his flashlight and scanned the 

shore again, this time searching for the source of the strange hum that droned steadily 

through the air. It was not a natural sound, really. It seemed like it could be the whir of an 



air conditioning unit, but not. Maybe it was a generator, or a streetlight, but those things 

made no sense out away from town.  

Anders shined the light over the river. The water was about fifty yards across, just 

at the limits of his flashlight’s range. However, there was nothing out there but water and 

the faint outline of the opposing shore.  

Slowly following the current westward with his beam, Anders noticed a thin strip 

of land rising out of the of the river. It seemed to split the river right down the middle, 

causing the water to funnel to either side in narrow channels. Anders kept the flashlight 

aimed at the island as he walked along the riverbank toward it.  

It was overgrown with trees, like the mess he had just escaped from. It didn’t 

seem there was anything on the island that would cause a humming noise but Anders 

studied every inch of the outcropping scrupulously. It may have been his imagination, but 

Anders could have sworn that every step he took alongside the strip of land caused the 

drone to swell with intensity.  

Anders studied the island for a few more minutes and then turned off his light. 

Then he saw it- a dull, almost invisible patch of light floating where his flashlight had 

pointed seconds before. It was perfectly square with straight, distinct borders on all sides. 

It startled him. Inside it was gray-blue. Strangely, a silver wave seemed to ooze across its 

surface the way cornstarch does when you add water to it in a zip-lock bag and push it 

around with your finger. The hovering silver panel was captivating. 

Anders shined his flashlight at the square and it disappeared. However, in its stead 

Anders could just make out the form of a small shack. The hard lines that formed the 

walls of the structure stood in open rebellion to the chaos of the branches and leaves 

surrounding them. The shack was large in comparison to the small square, and when he 

switched his flashlight off the dim swirling square returned as though it were a window 

on the building.  

The low, melodic drone remained constant. The shed had to be the source of it. 

Anders checked his watch. It was a few minutes past one. He flipped his flashlight off 

and on and watched the window and the shed trade turns disappearing and reappearing. 

Ander’s mind fixed on the notion of exploring the shed. His parents would be up at five; 

there wouldn’t be enough time to sneak the boat out tonight. 



Anders turned for home. He followed the Yellowstone back upstream listening to 

the constant drone. It nagged him like a mosquito in his ear. Even when Anders was sure 

he had traveled half a mile or more from the island, the hum remained.  

A shiny object caught Anders’ attention as his flashlight grazed the bushes along 

the riverbank. Anders shielded his face searched out the glaring object in the bushes. It 

was a brass hinge. It appeared to be connected to an entire door, probably discarded by 

some redneck in typical redneck fashion- thrown off the bridge from the back of a 

moving pick-up truck. 

Anders propped his flashlight up in the gravel to free his hands. He tore away the 

plants surrounding the door and heaved the particleboard in three explosive jerks onto the 

riverbank. The door was a little worse for the wear but still intact. Most of the red paint 

had peeled away and the doorknob was missing.  

Anders flopped himself down in an exhausted heap beside the door and dug the 

bag of Cheetos from his backpack. He must have landed on his backpack when he barrel-

rolled out of the trees earlier because his Cheetos were mostly scattered along the bottom 

of his backpack instead of in their packaging. Anders lifted the cellophane bag to his 

mouth and funneled the remaining crumbs into his mouth. Then, leaning back on one 

hand,  he dredged the bottom of his backpack for more. 

 He crunched, contemplating the island shed and its strange glowing window. Plus, 

he had no idea what to make of the strange humming sound that even now penetrated his 

skull, despite the deafening mutilation of cheesy snacks working hard to the contrary. 

Anders hadn’t noticed the shack before. Was it new? It couldn’t be; it was falling apart 

like it had been there a hundred years.  

 Anders stared blankly at the water, digging cheese paste from his teeth and 

cursing the prospect of waiting until tomorrow afternoon to explore his discovery. Then, 

as though a centipede crawled into his boxer shorts, Anders launched to his feet in the 

excitement of a brilliant idea. He turned the flashlight onto the old, weather-worn door 

sitting beside him. It would float.  

Snapping his head around self-consciously (as though anyone beyond five feet 

would have any idea he was there) Anders stripped to his underwear and wrapped his 



electronics tightly inside his jeans, t-shirt, and windbreaker. He stuffed the wad in his bag 

and placed his shoes in the remaining space on top.  

It was a little breezy outside, being early autumn. Come fall, the days stayed just 

as hot and muggy as ever, but the cool air streaming in from Canada was refreshing. If 

you were wearing clothes.  

Gravel bit Anders’ tender feet. He cursed his way toward the river with his “boat” 

in tow, stopping only when his feet broke the surface of the Yellowstone and sank into 

the silky smooth silt below. He dragged the door a quarter of the way into the river and 

thought, only then, that he should have an oar to steer it with. He high-stepped back 

across the gravel as though traversing hot coals and rummaged a fallen branch. It was 

sturdy, thick and fanned out at one end with twigs and leaves. He carried it back across 

nature’s bed of nails and waded into the water. 

Without any light the prospect of navigating the Yellowstone River by way of a 

door and a tree branch played with Anders’ head. He stared out at the water but saw 

none. By feel Anders floated the door into the current and climbed aboard. He sat Indian-

style in the middle of the door and held himself in place by plunging the branch in the 

soft river bottom. He paused, closed his eyes, drew in a breath and launched blindly into 

the black. 

The first few moments were intense. Anders was completely without sight. The 

door, though floating well enough, did so four inches below the water’s surface. Within 

seconds of launching Anders was soaking wet, cold, and his clothes were dry in his bag. 

The small vessel darted through the water faster than Anders anticipated. Instead of using 

his makeshift oar to paddle, Anders tried to slow his momentum by plunging the branch 

deep into the water to create drag. His plan to steer toward the center of the river on a 

collision course with the island was quickly abandoned in support of a new plan- holding 

on for dear life. 

Anders dropped his oar. He rose to his hands and knees and clutched the sides of 

the craft. There was no way to stop the ride now that he was on it, and jumping into the 

water was suicide. He didn’t even know which direction he was facing. His best bet now 

was to keep a low base on his hands and knees and, quite literally, “go with the flow”. 



Surging helplessly down the river, Anders couldn’t help but be reminded of his 

crummy life. The time alone, the fish, the solitude, the funny looks from his fair weather 

friends- he got used to it all after awhile. He just gave in. Went with the flow. It was 

easier to let the current take him than to fight it, so he settled in- relaxed a little- and tried 

to enjoy the ride.  

He hoped his brain would re-tune itself to the new pace and feel of things, but it 

didn’t. He was always a little unsettled, always stressed. No amount of late night tele-

evangelizing, doodling in his sketchbook, or afternoon napping could convince Anders 

that if he took his hands from the steering wheel the car would stay on the road. So when 

Mom sold her soul to the hatchery alongside Dad, Anders simply crawled under his 

covers and switched his life to cruise control.  

Being swept blindly down the Yellowstone River on a wooden door, Anders 

gradually found himself able to cope. His hands maintained their white-knuckle grip 

along the edge of the door, but the rate at which the raft screamed downstream seemed to 

let up. The rolling currents leveled out. His skin grew accustomed to the cool water. He 

became a blob of wax suspended in the warm groovy oil of a lava lamp, except his 

muscles remained tense with anticipation, as if he was about to get kicked in the groin. 

Anders strained to see ahead of him. The island could not be far with how fast he 

was traveling. He leaned forward hoping an extra few inches would help him see better. 

Just then he ran aground. Unfortunately for Anders he was facing the wrong direction. He 

toppled backwards end-over-end so that he landed face-down with his body on solid 

ground and his face buried ear-deep in the mud of the island shore.     

Anders played the fall like he meant to do it, even though he was completely 

alone and hidden in the night. He pulled his backpack from his shoulders and felt inside. 

Everything was dry.  

Anders peeled off his boxers and dried his body with his tee-shirt. He wadded his 

wet underwear into his shirt and crammed them into his bag. Deciding to remain shirtless, 

he quickly put on his pants and shoes. Finally, Anders dug back through his bag and 

retrieved his flashlight.     

His thumb hesitated at the switch.  



The hum was now very loud. It fought his heartbeat for space in his chest. Anders 

directed his body toward its source. Through the thickness of the foliage he could see 

silver waves flowing like lava within the rectangular frame of the strange window. The 

light pulsed with the ebb and flow of the hum.  

Anders clicked on the flashlight and moved deliberately through the thick 

vegetation toward the faint outline of the old shack. He pushed past tangled branches and 

low-hanging tree limbs and emerged into a small clearing, nearly colliding with the old, 

decrepit shanty. 

There was hardly an arm’s length between the dry-rotted, wooden walls of the hut 

and the tree line in any direction. The shack appeared a hundred years old. The wood was 

split and cracking. The structure was square, with walls a third longer than Anders was 

tall. It had a door on one end and on an adjoining wall was the curious window.   

There was no real indication from the outside what the building was used for, but 

a couple of things stood out as Anders inspected the perimeter of the shed. The first was 

its location. The shed was set back from the waters edge by thirty feet and was well 

hidden behind a thick curtain of vegetation. That he even saw it- or the light of the 

window- was almost inconceivable. 

The second was light itself. It was ice blue, if you happened to be looking at ice 

on the tail-end of dusk. Though it appeared dull from across the river, the window gave 

off enough light for Anders to see comfortably without his flashlight. Yet, inconceivably, 

the light did not leak though the splintered walls of the shed.  

Anders approached the window and brought his face close enough that his nose 

almost touched it. He studied the ambient metallic waves flowing in currents across its 

surface. He touched the window with his finger. It was hard and smooth- cool to the 

touch. Wrapping his hands around his eyes he leaned against the window, hoping for a 

glance inside the shed. 

No luck. He couldn’t see anything but blue, like he was staring at an unused 

channel on his television.  

Anders moved to the door. The knob and hinges were severely rusted. He tested 

the door knob. It turned with considerable effort. Anders sucked in a gulp of air, trapped 



his breath in his lungs, and forced the corroded, creaking hinges to break free as he 

leaned his body weight into the door. 

As bright as the light from the window was on the outside of the shed, it was 

nearly unbearable inside the tiny room. Anders shielded his eyes as they adjusted to the 

intensity of the gray-blue light saturating the cramped space. 

Anders could just make out a beat-up desk and a single chair in one corner of the 

hut through small slits between his fingers. Next to the desk was a wastebasket. 

Otherwise it appeared that the room was empty.  

He stared directly at the window, which, with his eyes refusing to adjust, was a 

bad idea. He shrank from the light and gave his eyes time to familiarize themselves with 

it. When he could finally see it was clear that the window was the source of the light. Not 

only that, but the hum- the constant swelling drone that first got Anders’ attention and 

which now pounded his eardrums like a championship prizefighter- radiated from the 

same source. 

Anders backed into the corner and studied the gray-blue window. The light was 

piercing. It seemed to surround the window like a halo or an aura. The window itself was 

much less brilliant, by comparison. It looked thick and wet like paint. It was blue like 

winter snow clouds sagging in the night sky, backlit by the ambient glow of the moon. 

Shimmering silver bands swooped and swirled through the blue substance in slow chaotic 

motions like a curtain in a soft breeze.   

Anders crept forward cautiously. He stopped just short of the window, so close 

that all he could see was the silver curtain flowing in and out of the thick, blue paint. It 

was mesmerizing. 

Anders reached up slowly, hesitated, then touched the blue ooze with his finger. It 

was cool to the touch, just like outside. To Anders’ surprise his finger sank into the thick 

material. He felt the pulsing vibrations of the hum purring contently beneath the surface 

of the paint. It tickled his arm up to his chest. 

A glob of silver lava bubbled like mercury out from the paint and made contact 

with Anders’ finger. It was ice cold- so intensely cold that it burned.  

Flash. 

Pain surged through Anders’ whole body instantaneously. 



Flash. 

Anders nearly fainted. He tugged at his finger to remove it from the window. It 

didn’t budge. To his horror the silver waves converged and pooled around his finger.  

He could see his reflection bending and contorting on the surface of the silver 

puddle. The reflection stared back at him with wild, desperate eyes. 

Flash.   

Silver material crept up Anders’ finger and spread across his hand, completely 

overtaking it. It continued up his arm to his shoulder. Everywhere the silver mercury 

covered became immobilized- completely frozen.  

The sound coming from the window thundered through Anders’ body, as though 

the sound traveled through the thick, silver material that ran over his skin like mirrored 

blood. All Anders could hear was the crash of angry ocean waves pummeling his senses. 

Anders jerked and pulled as hard as he could. He watched his terrorized reflection 

as his whole body- down to his toes- was overcome by the silver liquid. He shook his 

head from side to side. Mercury clawed up his neck. His reflection stared back at him 

through pleading, pitiful eyes, begging for mercy. Anders wrenched his head back and 

forth in rebellion, but stopped dead in his tracks with the realization that his reflection did 

not mimic his movements. 

It just stared.  

Anders, fighting pain and fear, watched his reflected self undulate in the metallic 

current. Everything appeared normal. It must have been his imagination. His attention 

turned back to the ooze sneaking up his neck. No sooner had he done this than his 

reflection singularly turned its head, looked back to Anders, and mouthed the words 

“help me”.  

Flash. 

Anders’ stomach ate itself. Silver mercury traveled up the tense sinews of his 

neck, wrapped around his chin, and filled his mouth, immersing his desperate screams in 

silence.  

Anders dared to look back at his reflection. It was suffering the same fate. 

Flash. 

Chrome glazed Anders’ vision. 



Flash. 

A jet engine roared in his skull. 

Flash. 

Black.  


